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Preface 
In the first edition of this book, I started by moaning that most of my colleagues do not 

really appreciate the study of public policy. Well, things have changed! In the past five 

years I have noticed a major increase in attention to policy studies from scholars in many 

disciplines and practitioners in many organisations. This is particularly true in countries 

like the UK, and systems like the EU, in which academics and practitioners are interested 

in the ‘impact’ of research on policy.  

When they want to take some insights from policy theories, where do they look? The 

field of policy studies, as a whole, is huge and unwieldy. However, if we can synthesise 

and explain their insights concisely, they offer profoundly important ways to understand 

the dynamics and effects of policymaking.   

I’ve tried to help out by writing about policy theories in a collection of complementary 

ways, such as by combining this book with a series of blog posts which explain key 

concepts in the original 1000 words series (https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/1000-

words/) and the newer 500 words series (https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/500-words/). 

Each post gives you the basics, helps you navigate a chapter or section in this book, and 

then the book introduces you to a much larger literature. In each case, you can choose 

how far to go to take insights from policy theories (although I recommend that you read 

the source material to gain a full understanding).    

I’ve also tried to help by generating an overall sense of what the literature adds up to, 

and how it might inform people who don’t have the time to study it all the time. For 

example, the second edition now has a greater focus on the highly problematic idea of 

‘evidence based policymaking’ (EBPM). I use policy theory to show why ‘the evidence’ 

will always be one of many influences on policy. So, if you don’t want to jump into the 

study of many theories, you can begin with the study of an overarching topic like EBPM 

and learn how policy theory fits in (there is also a blog page 

https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/ebpm/).  

However, there is still a long way to go before I’m fully satisfied with UPP. In 

particular, the first edition relied too much on white male (usually US and UK) authors, 

reinforcing a general tendency of political science scholars to under-value women and 

send ‘a very clear message to students about who (white male elites) and what 

(institutions) are important in political science’ (Amy Atchison, 2017). There are some 

useful discussions of how to modify the ways in which we design scholarship for teaching 

and learning (such as via syllabus/ module design): Raul Pacheco-Vega (2015) on 

including ‘under-represented scholars’, Manjeet Ramgotra (2015) on how to include 

women and non-white men in curricula, Shannon Morreira and Kathy Luckett (2018) on 

‘Questions academics can ask to decolonise their classrooms’, and Alice Evans (2018) on 

a tendency to ‘venerate men as knowledgeable authorities’. I have addressed these issues 

somewhat in the second edition, by:  

 

 Giving more respect to key literatures that should have appeared more in the first 

edition, including Social Construction and Policy Design, led by Anne Schneider 
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and Helen Ingram, and the Institutional Analysis and Development framework, 

led by Elinor Ostrom 

 Giving more respect to individual pieces of work with high impact in the field, 

such as by Carol Bacchi and, now that we focus more on the use of evidence, 

Carol Weiss. 

 Expanding on key approaches that only got a little nod in the first edition, 

including feminist institutionalism, of which my first introduction was by Fiona 

Mackay and Meryl Kenny, and policy learning which has been taken forward in 

important ways by Claire Dunlop, usually as part of a dream team - with Claudio 

Radaelli – that has done a phenomenal amount of work in this field.  

 Relying slightly less on a notional divide between the study of public 

administration and public policy, and connecting to similar debates on feminist 

research in the former (albeit as part of a ‘new conversation’ - Carey et al, 2018).  

 Relying less on the excuse that most of the ‘big’ US policy theories are associated 

and taken forward by men, such as multiple streams analysis initiated by John 

Kingdon and advanced by Nikos Zahariadias. By being a little less lazy – and by 

noting a rapid rise of interest in this theory - I have incorporated key insights from 

more people, such as Åsa Knaggård on the ‘problem broker’ and Nicole Herweg 

et al on comparative applications.  

 Thinking more about the links between comparable literatures that are or are not 

necessarily ‘badged’ as public policy. For example, in Chapter 3 on power, I 

discuss work by scholars including Akwugo Emejulu (who signed my copy of one 

of her books!), Sarah Ahmed, Sara Childs, and Elizabeth Evans who engage with 

concepts that you’ll find discussed a lot in this book, including path dependence, 

norms, ideas, and power. Further, Chapter 3 has an expanded section on the 

relationship between decolonisation, power, and knowledge claims, which 

connects issues of power and ideas to the expanded focus on ‘evidence-based 

policymaking’. 

 Reflecting throughout on the simple but profound maxim: the way we understand 

the world has a major effect on the ways in which we engage, and whose interests 

we seek to serve (Guerrina et al, 2018: 253).  

 Redesigning my MPP module guides/ syllabus to provide a less narrow reading 

list. 

 

Overall, here are the changes to look out for if you have read the first edition: more on 

policy formulation and tools (Chapter 2), power, knowledge and inequality (3), the 

psychology of policymaking, the NPF and SCPD (4), feminist institutionalism (5), 

complexity theory (6), the IAD, polycentric governance and ecology of games (7), the 

links between MLG and polycentric governance (8), new developments in PET, the ACF, 

and MSA (9-11), and policy learning and ‘evidence based’ policy transfer (12),. You will 

need to read the book to understand the abbreviations! I also spend more time in the 

conclusion, and a section in most chapters, on three key themes: what is the story of each 

theory (or multiple theories), what does policy theory tell us about issues like ‘evidence 

based policymaking’ and how ‘universal’ are policy theories designed in the Global 

North? I’ve spent a bit less time on incrementalism (the old Chapter 5) and combining 

multiple theories (13), but you can read more on the latter in Cairney (2013a) and Heikkila 



and Cairney (2018). Still, there is a long way to go. I can only hope that the 3rd edition 

me is happier with the 2nd edition than the 2nd edition me is happy with the 1st. 

In the first edition, I thanked many people for helping with key points and 

commenting on drafts, with Allan McConnell winning first prize. I asked for less advice 

for the second edition, but still have a long list of people to whom I owe a debt. My new 

co-author buddies Chris Weible and Tanya Heikkila have influenced the way I think – a 

lot – but I can’t really blame them for anything specific. The following people kept me 

right on key chapters or concepts: Tanya Heikkila (Chapter 7, IAD), Chris Weible 

(Chapter 10, ACF), Claire Dunlop (Chapter 12, policy learning) Mark Lubell (Ecology 

of Games), Andrea Gerlak (the IAD and learning), Mike Jones (my story of the NPF), 

Jon Pierce (SCPD), Fiona Mackay [TBC]. Chris Koski helped with Chapter 9 (PET), but 

I feel like I already paid him back by featuring as a Scottish-sounding spinning head on 

his powerpoints (the Cairneyval, which works really well if you pronounce my name 

incorrectly). My co-author and office-buddy Emily St Denny kept me right on new 

institutionalism, and hers is the only PhD thesis that I have read solely out of interest. I 

first heard Woodward’s phrase ‘velvet triangle‘ from my co-author Kirstein Rummery. I 

included a quotation from Keynes after hearing it in David Mair’s presentations, and I 

have learned more generally from David, Lene Topp, and Laura Smillie (at the European 

Commission Joint Research Centre) during our collaboration on ‘knowledge management 

for policy‘ (Topp et al, 2018). I have also drawn – in Chapter 10 - on my contribution to 

an ECPR paper on the ACF that I coauthored with Hannes Stephan and Irina Timonina, 

plus a lot of work that I have co-authored with Kathryn Oliver, and I have learned a lot 

from my main ACF co-authors Karin Ingold and Manuel Fischer. Of course, the danger 

with a long list is that I’ve likely not described someone really important (and I was 

tempted to just list the name of every co-author ever), but I’m sure I’ll remember just as 

the book goes past the point of no return. 

I’d like to dedicate the book to my friend and mentor, Grant Jordan, who died in 

2017. He wouldn’t have read this book, but it would have been nice to keep up a tradition: 

he would keep my signed books for a while before handing them back to me during a 

clearout! More importantly, his ideas – generally as part of a dream team with Jeremy 

Richardson - have been central to the way in which I understand the policy process. You 

can find a longer tribute to Grant (by many people cited in this book) on my blog. I would 

also like to note the passing of Barry Hindess. I did not know him personally but, if you 

have read his work, you will see that some of his key insights underpin a lot of my 

discussion. Philosophy and Methodology in the Social Sciences is a classic, and I read it 

(and many more of his books) after browsing the library shelves (younger readers: please 

contact me if you would like more tales of the pre-internet age). In chapter 3, I also rely 

on his work to describe the work of Jürgen Habermas.  

I would like to thank Lloyd Langman at Palgrave for encouraging me to write the 

second edition and not complaining too much when it was a few years behind schedule. 

However, Lloyd did not have to convince me of the value of these kinds of textbooks. I 

know I’m biased (as a contributor to, and series editor of, this Palgrave series), but I hope 

you will still indulge my plea to praise the textbook. Many colleagues describe their 

reluctance to write a textbook because it allegedly takes too much effort for too little 

reward; our status depends too highly on the journal article and monograph. I challenge 

this conclusion for four reasons. First, if you do it right, you can write as a package: the 



immense reading for the textbook informs the literature review that underpins any good 

piece of original research (and good textbooks incorporate new material). Second, almost 

all of my most-cited publications have been reviews of the literature (including my PSJ 

article ‘Standing on the shoulders of giants’, based on the first edition’s conclusion). 

Third, while a very small number of people (think they) know their entire field, most 

people benefit from these attempts at theoretical synthesis. This benefit is particularly 

high when you are trying to relay key insights to people in other disciplines, and 

practitioners, who do not have the time to read the same material. We rely on each other 

to make this stuff widely accessible, or accept that we are speaking to a very small group 

of people. Fourth, people actually read textbooks. Many students and practitioners get in 

touch with me to describe the usefulness of the first edition (and blog), and each moment 

of feedback makes the writing worthwhile. I’d have to rack my brain to remember 

anything as remotely positive in relation to any article or grant application I’ve sent for 

peer review.  

 


